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Introduction
The behavior of fluids in confinement often differs from their bulk behavior in interesting ways. Thus fluids confined in a microporous medium for instance may have their phase behavior relative to melting or freezing modified. In other cases, the way in which a binary fluid system mixes or demixes may be modified. To some extent, a rather simple (and consequently less interesting) effect of confinement is simply a shift of various regions of the phase diagram with regard to temperature or concentration. However, more interestingly, in other cases the behavior itself may be modified. In particular, one may ask the question in the case of a second-order (continuous) phase transition, such as at a consolute point for a binary liquid mixture or a liquid/gas critical point, how is the critical behavior altered when the fluid is confined in micropores?
One may also ask whether the behavior is affected by the confinement or by the randomness of the pore structure. In both cases the effect is due to interaction with the pore walls, but considerations of randomness led a number of people a few years ago to propose the exciting idea that, for instance, a binary fluid demixing transition (which has a 3D-Ising-like critical behavior in bulk) maps on to the Random Field Ising Model (RFIM). The conformation of polymers confined in porous media also differs from that . . in free solution in ways which depend on both the concentration and the ratio of polymer size to pore size, as has been discussed theoretically by DeGennes, Brochard and others.
[mportmt structural aspects of all of the above phenomena can be studied by small angle neutron scattering. This technique has the advantage that it can study concentration or density fluctuations inside media opaque to light and at short length scales which can vary from ,a few nanometers to microns. In addition, the techniques of contrast matching into selective deuteration of the sample can simplify the interpretation of the results. This is because it is possible to fill the pores with a fluid whose scattering density exactly matches that of the solid, thus removing the scattering from the pore structure itself, thereby reducing the 2-phase system to a 1-phase system. The only fluctuations which will then scatter radiation are deviations from the average density, which will be fluctuations in the fluid itself.
Besides being of basic scientific interest, the behavior of fluids or polymers in porous materials is of considerable importance for processes such as enhanced oil recovery, chemical processing, and chemical or biological separation or filtration processes involving porous membranes or gels. The transDort of fluids and polymers inside porous materials is also of considerable interest, but can only be indirectly studied by neutron or X-ray scattering. However, recent application of coherent X-ray beams from the new synchrotrons radiation sources can make it possible to study the dynamics of such processes by using photon intensity correlation spectroscopy, as will be discussed at the end of these lectures.
One may of course also consider fluids confined at a surface or an interface or in a thin film. Here again, there are interesting predictions and observations regarding differences from bulk behavior. Scattering experiments such as specular and off-specular reflection of neutrons and X-rays (in particular the later, where one may now exploit the high brilliance of X-ray beams from synchrotrons radiation sources) can elucidate effects such as crystallization or melting phenomena at interfaces, fluctuations due to capillary waves, etc., and we shall discuss some of these experiments also in these lectures.
Small Angle ScatteringStudiedof FluidsConfinedin PorousMedia
The basic methodology of small-angle scattering has been discussed in a variety of excellent reviews [1] [2] [3] [4] . Neglecting any inelasticity in the scattering, the number of particles per second scattered by a sample into a detector is given by
2 where 10 is the number of particles per second in the incident beam of cross-sectional area A, (AS2) is the solid angle subtended at the sample by the detector, S(Q) is the scattering function characterizing the sample and~is the so-called wavevector transfer defined by .
(2)
where~0,~1 are the wavevectors of the incident and scattered radiation respectively.
The magnitude of q is given by q = 2kOSin 0 where 20 is the angle of scattering (see Fig. 1 ), where kO = 2z/ L, k being the wavelength of the incodent radiation. In general the small angle regime is defined by q<<~. S(Q) in general is a function of the average of the instantaneous positions of all the particles in the scattering system, but in the small-angle regime (defined roughly by the range O < q <3 rim-l ) we may ignore the atomic and molecular structure of the constituents and deal only with the spatial variations (on length scales from a few nm on up) of the scatterimz length densitv (SLD) p(7) of the sampte. For small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments, p(~) is defined by where bi is the nuclear scattering length [5] of nucleus of type I, and ni (F) is the associated number density of such nuclei, while for small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments, p(~) is defined by
where the factor (e2/mc2) is the Thompson scattering length of the electron, and n=](i?) is the electron number density. Since a uniform scattering length density does not scatter radiation (except in the forward direction), S(tj) will depend only on the deviations of p(~) about its mean, or what is referred to as the contrast. The Kinematic or Born approximation to the scattering [6], where multiple scattering effects are neglected, then yields for the scattering function S(ij) the expression
where the statistical average is taken over the whole system. (This statement has to be modified if the incident radiation is highly coherent. It is commonly assumed that such an average depends only on the magnitude of R = T -i', for an isotropic and translationally invariant system. In Eq. (5),~p(~) is defined as the fluctuation from the average SLD as explained above. If we are dealing with a particulate system (e.g., a dilute polymer solution) and these are far enough apart that the interference effects between the scattering from different particles (which will occur at values of q typically of order (2rc/d) where d is the average interparticle distance) is not important in the range of q studied in the experiment, then Eq.(5) simplifies to where the sum is contrast with the S(q) = (Ap)' ;v:fi'(ij) (6) over all particles, vi is the volume of the iti particle, Ap is its SLD average medium (assumed uniform throughout the particle and the same for all particles) an-d fi is its form factor defined by -
where the integral is over the particle volume. In general, one can make a spherical average of f<(q) ahd assume some law of polydispersity in size of the particles to carry out the weighted sum in Eq.(6). In such a restrictive case (dilute system of random particles), by making an expansion for small tj, one finds that
where (9) is the average radius of zv ration of the particles. Eq.(8) suggests (at least for small q) in this case the approximation '@)=s(0)exl'(-:R~q2) (lo) which is the famous Guinier approximation [1] for scaling from a dilute system of uniform particles. If the particles are polymer chains, and the SLD or contrast for SANS experiments is modified by selective deuleration of either the chains or the solvent, the above considerations form the basis of the method for determining the radius of gyration of polymer chains is dilute solution.
A problem which has been studied by several groups by both SANS and light scattering techniques is that of the phase separation of a binary fluid mixture confined in a porous medium, such as Vycor glass or an aerogel [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . A convenient system for such studies is a mixture of water and (2,6) lutidine, which in bulk has an inverted phase diagram (with a homogeneous phase at low temperatures, and phase separation occurring at higher temperatures). The critical concentration in the bulk mixture is 31.2% Iutidine, and the critical temperature is 33"C. In the vicinity of the critical point in the single phase region, a bulk mixture shows critical fluctuations obeying 3D Ising-like behavior. The behavior in Vycor glass as seen by light scattering [12, 16] is very different and indicative of the effects of confinement and preferential wetting of the pores (typically 8 nm in diameter), with weak or non-existent critical fluctuations and long-time relaxation and hysteresis effects with temperature in the 2-phase region. SANS data from such a system [11, 12] as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 1 . In order to study the concentration fluctuations in the fluid alone, without the complications from the scattering due to the solid/liquid contrast, the homogeneous phase was taken to be contrast-matched with the Vycor using the appropriate mixture of H20, D20 and lutidine. (The fact that Vycor preferentially absorbed lutidine from the supematant solution complicated the task of ensuring that the final single-phase mixture inside the Vycor was nominally critical and contrast-matched, but this was achieved by a systematic study of different initial mixtures [1 l]). The "Vycor peak" at q-0.025 is absent due to the contrast-matching with the silica, but a peak at a larger value of q (-0.035A-') was observed in the data. This peak was identified as due to a "skin" of lutidine-rich liquid adsorbed on the internal pore surfaces, as proved by a complementary experiment, in which a similar layer of hydrocarbon chains was attached to the internal pore surface of Vycor inside a contrast-matching solution of H/D toluene in the pores. The peak at the same q was clearly observed (see Fig. 2 ) and was used to subtract off the "skin" scattering from the observed S(q) from the Vycor/water/lutidine mixture i.e. from the observed data in Fig. 1 . The remaining scattering was fitted by the sum of a Lorentzian to represent the critical fluctuations (which turned out to have a very small amplitude) and a Lorentzian-squared term (with a different length-scale) to represent the formation of microdomains of phase-separated water-rich and lutidine-rich phases in the 2-phase region). The fitted curves are shown in Fig. 1 , A good fit was obtained, with the domain size saturating in the 2-phase region at the 8 nm length-scale of the Vycor pores. This provided partial confirmation of the phase diagram obtained theoretically by Liu et al. [15] for a fluid mixture phase separating inside a finite tube. In their phase diagram (see Fig. 3 ), the system goes from a "tube" phase (lutidine-rich "skin" lining the pore walls) to a "capsule''-like phase ("skin" and capsules of water-rich phase within the tubes) as the temperature is raised into the 2-phase region.
A similar study was carried out by Frisken et al. [14] in the much more open structures of a series of silica gels using a D20 lutidine mixture.
In this case, the scattering was interpreted as that from a dispersed fractal structure of the silica framework, together with the associated static concentration variations induced in the fluid by the preference of the silica for wetting itself with lutidine, in addition to spontaneous critical fluctuations in the fluid. Thus this model is similar in spirit to the well-known "Random Field Ising Model" which was initially proposed for such systems [7, 8] . ii$, +q), +q)w=o
(13)
We obtain from Eq. (12) ap(q) = (p, -pw)@s(q)+ (P, -Pw)wl(q) (14) Let us ignore spontaneous critical concentration fluctuations in the liquid for the moment and concentrate on the response of the Iutidine concentration to the silica concentration via the "wetting" interaction.
Assuming linear response, this may formally be written as w,(q) = @13T)@s(0 (15) ,..
where cx(tj,T) may be written in the Ornstein-Zemike form
(The constant term in Eq. (16) is thereto account for the excluded volume decrease of lutidine concentration due to the presence of the silica, even in the absence of wetting, i.e., when~=0).
Using Eqs. (14-16) in Eq. (11), we obtain %) =+[(P, -P.)+(P, -PW)4N)]2(MNNWO) (17) But the scattering from the silica gel itself in pure DZO may be written as
%,(q) =$PS -PW12(W4NMWO)
so that the scattering from the binary fluid mixture may S,g(q)(measured in a separate experiment) and ct(~,T) as
be expressed in terms of
To this must be added the pure critical fluctuations in the fluid given by
and a background term. Such an expression was found to provide an extremely good fit (Fig. 4) to the data for a wide range of temperatures and concentrations throughout the one-phase region of the pure system. The four fitting pammeters used were~,~, aO and a constant background term B.
The results showed that~increased towards the critical temperature, as did aO and~, although the accuracy was not sufficient to determine any critical exponents (in addition to the fact that the concentration of the "free" fluid, that which is not "frozen" in the wetting layers, is also changing with temperature). This behavior appears to be different to the behavior observed in Vycor. aO was also found II@ to scale with~, which would be expected from a simple linear response theory indicating that the wetting response of the fluid near the silica surface is probably non-linear as might be expected. In the 2-phase region, S(tj) could be represented by
. , , plus a constant background term, i.e., scattering due to the silica gel in an effective uniform fluid plus scattering from domains indicating that sharp interfaces between phase separated domains had formed. Eq. (21) is similar in spirit to the model of Debye et al. [17] , and the models used by Wong et al. [18] and Lin et al.
[11] to describe frozen domains. & was too large to measure accurately. Within the instrumental resolution, the first term in Eq. (21) effectively looked like Porod scattering. These domains also appeared to coarsen with increasing time, as observed by an increase in the amplitude of the q~term (proportional to the interracial area by Porod's Law).
The conformation of polymers confined inside pore spaces is also of interest. At first thought it would appear difficult to get a polymer whose equilibrium radius of gyration R~in solution is greater than a typical pore size to enter the porous medium. However, it turrrs out, as predicted theoretically [19] that from a sufficiently concentrated (semi-dilute or more concentrated) polymer solution osmotic pressure will force the polymer chains to enter the pores, the criterion being roughly that the correlation length~in the semi-dilute solution be comparable to the pore size. This was observed in SANS experiments by Lal et al [20] where polystyrene (PS) chains of equilibrium radius of gyration as large as 30 nm were imbibed into cleaned Vycor glass from semi-dilute solutions in times ranging from hours (for the smallest chains) to 65 days (for the largest chains). This was verified by first studying the SANS from the virgin Vycor sample with a contrast-matched solvent (deuterated dichloromethane) in the pores (which showed no characteristic "Vycor peak") and comparing it with the imbibed Vycor in which the Vycor peak had reappeared, indicating that PS chains entering the Vycor had destroyed the contrast-matching condition.
For the SANS experiments a mixture of hydrogenated and deuterated PS chains of equal molecular weights (MW) (h-PS and d-PS respectively), and hydrogenated and deuterated toluene solvent (h-toluene and d-toluene) was used. The SANS experiment can be made sensitive to the conformation of individual PS chains inside the Vycor if the following two conditions are simultaneously met: 1) The h-, d-toluene mixture exactly contrast matches the silica of the Vycor. (This was determined by careful subsidiary contrast matching experiments using varying h-, and dtoluene concentrations.)
2) The concentration of h-PS and d-PS chains is chosen such that the averaged SLD of the chains exactly matches that of the solvent.
Under these conditions it may be shown [20] that only single chain fluctuations will contribute to the observed S(q) which thus measures the form-factor or conformation of simple chains. Experiments were done for a variety of PS molecular weights. A typical S(q) curve for PS of MW 75K in toluene in Vycor is shown in Fig. 5 . The results were compared with the S(q) for the same chains in dilute solution in toluene (i.e. "free" chains). A Debye-function fit (appropriate to free Gaussian chains in a good solvent) [20] was made to both sets of data. Such a procedure is valid for obtaining a radius of gyration from the small q region where the fit is reasonably good, although at large q both curves deviate. The radius of gyration of the confined chains were obtained to be always smaller than the radius of gyration of the free chains in the equivalent bulk solution. The free chains in dilute solution yield an S(q) that deviates from the l/q2 Debye-like behavior due to excluded volume effects (yielding q-l'", where v is the Flory exponent [21 ] ). The chains in the Vycor deviate due to conforrnational changes arising from confinement in the tube-like pores. These were interpreted in terms of the theory developed by Daoud and de Gennes [22] and Brochard and de Gennes [23] . Briefly, the theory takes into account four main effects which govern the behavior of chains confined in non-adsorbing cylindrical pores. These are the confinement of the chains by the cylinder walls, which squeezes the chains laterally, the intrachain excluded volume effect which swells the chains and stretches them along the cylinder axis, the entropic elasticity of the chains which limits this stretching, and the interchain interactions which may also lead to segregation of the chains. Thus the polymer chains are stretched out into "cigars" along the tubes, which may at high concentrations segregate from each other (strong confinement limit) or overlap in an entangled manner (moderate confinement regime) and thus no longer be stretched along the cylinder axis. In the latter cases R~Z = R;/ 3, where R~Zis the radius of gyration along the cylinder axis, and R$is that of the chain in bulk solution. One then has the relation R;v = D 218 + R;Z
where R~v is the radius of gyration as measured in the Vycor pore space and D is the pore diameter of Vycor (known to be -7 rim). Thus Eq. (22) provides a method for testing the relationship of the measured radii of gyration of the individual chains in Vycor and in the bulk solution, and was found to be satisfied extremely well for the different molecular weights studied. Thus one can conclude that the chains were in the conformation of ideal overlapping squeezed cigars. This conclusion was confirmed by also fitting the S(q) of the individual chains in the regime D<q-l<R~to a "cylindrical" Guinier model.
Studiesof Fluids at Interfacesand in Thin Films
. .
At a liquid/vapor or liquid/solid interface, the liquid behavior may be modified in several ways. Near the melting temperature, the bulk may be crystalline in coexistence with a thin layer of liquid at the interface (surface melting) or the liquid phase may develop as crystalline layer at the interface (surface or interface freezing). There have been a fair number of studies of such phenomena over the last few years. Here, we shall discuss studies of this phenomenon on hydrocarbon liquid systems as probed by X-ray reflectivity. Specular X-ray reflectivity yields the electron density profile normal to the liquid surface (averaged over the plane of the surface), and thus can reveal the existence of a surface layer with a slightly different density to that of the bulk. In the simplest theory, the specular reflectivity is given by the expression [24]
where qZis the wavevector transfer normal to the surface.
(This expression breaks down when the reflectivity approaches unity in the vicinity of total external reflection, at small values of q=. In this region, there are standard methods, borrowed from optics, to calculate the reflectivity accurately by regarding the varying electron density normal to the surface as made up of a series of thin slabs with constant density, matching boundary conditions and using iterative procedures to solve for the fields [25, 26] ). In the isotropic phase of a liquid crystal, the free surface can produce an alignment to a nematic phase which penetrates further into the bulk as the temperature is lowered towards the bulk isotropic-nematic transition temperature (TIJ [27] . We may say that the nematic phase~the surface slightly above T[~. Similarly, the smectic phase can begin to wet the surface in the nematic phase as T tends to the nematic-smectic transition temperature and this effect has been studied by X-ray specular reflectivity techniques by Pershan, Als-Nielsen and co-workers [28] , using a liquid surface reflectometer. well. For qZ -Q., the smectic peak appears with a width proportional to~, the correlation length in the direction normal to the smectic layers. This peak sharpens as T~A is approached.
For q,?a, R(qZ) dips sharply Mow RF (q,). This is due to destructive interference between the surface reflectivity and that from the smectic layers.
To fit the data, the authors used the formula given in Eq. (23) with
where the first term was taken to be given by
(~(z -ZO)being the step-function which is 1 if z > ZO,and O otherwise) and the second term was taken to be
where Cl is defined to ensure~pi-i dpl/dz = 1. The Fourier transforms then yields where and W)=M4JI% )12
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The term PO represents a sinusoidal (smectic) density decaying into the bulk with correlation length~, with a phase which is controlled by~, while pi represents a . surf~ce smeared with a roughness o but with also a sinusoidally varying component which is damped rapidly into the bulk. It is basically an empirical from chosen to represent the experimental data, and is presumed to correct for the fact that the form of Eq. (25) for pO does not accurately represent the smectic oscillations near the surface.
Fitting of the data using Eq. (27) yields a value for % essentially identical to the bulk correlation length measured in X-ray scattering experiments on bulk samples in the region near the phase transition. It also yields a value for~which is 0.25d, d being the layer spacing of the smectic-A phase (= 2Z/QO), yielding a maximum in PO exactly d/2
away from the surface. Q[ turned out to be equal to~within a few percent. An interesting result of this experiment was the fact that the specular peak at q, = Q was extremely sharp in the transverse direction, while the bulk critical scattering showed a finite transverse correlation length~1. Thus the smectic order at the surface had a much larger in-plane correlation than in the bulk. In another experiment on the system dodecylcyanobiphenyl (12CB) which does not have a smectic phase, but a first-order transition from the bulk isotropic phase to the smectic-A phase at TIA = 57.7°C, Ocko et al. [29] found a specular reflectivity that clearly showed interference effects developing due to smectic layers forming at the surface above T1~as the transition temperature was approached.
The data showed quantization effects as a function of temperature due to discrete smectic layers forming. Up to 5 smectic layers were observed as the temperature was lowered. The data was again fitted with expression (23) with the form taken for p(z) being given by
P(z) = @(z -ZO)+ H. (Z)~, Sin(2zz/d) (31)
where (3(z) is the step-function defined in Eq. (25) , d the smectic layer spacing and H. (z)=l for 0< z < nd and zero elsewhere. The above expression was convoluted with a Gaussian profile to represent surface or interlayer roughness and the resulting reflectivity fitted to the experimental data by adjusting G, B$ and the roughness parameter. The results showed an (incomplete) wetting of the free surface of the isotropic phase of 12CB by the smectic-A phase, but in discrete layers, rather than with an exponential decay into the bulk. Ocko has also used X-ray specular reflectivity experiments to demonstrate such layering transitions at smectic A-solid interfaces [30] . In view of the fact that the free surface has a disordering effect on a solid, and that surface melting appears to be common in ordinary solids [31] , the ordering of liquid crystals at the free surface is somewhat unexpected. Holyst [32] has proposed a theory which may account for the layer-by-layer freezing in terms of the quenching of the outof-plane surface fluctuations by surface tension effects.
Liquid crystals are not the only systems to show surface ordering effects. Even the simplest chain-like hydrocarbon molecules, namely the normal alkanes (which possess no nematic or smectic phases) show such behavior. Fig. 7 shows the specular X-ray reflectivity from the surface of 3 liquid alkanes (carbon numbers = 18, 20, 24 respectively) at roughly 4°C above their respective bulk crystallization temperatures T~. [33] . At the higher temperature, the reflectivity is well fitted by the simple Nevot-Croce form as expected for a simple liquid surface with an effective roughness due to capillary wave fluctuations.
However at about 3°C above T~, oscillations in the reflectivity indicate the presence of a slightly denser layer on the liquid surface, with a thickness approximately equal to the chain length of the molecule. (The density profile fitted to the reflectivity for the C24 chain in this regime is shown in the inset to Fig. 7) . The . electron density of this layer is close to that of the bulk "rotator" crystalline phase, where the chains are oriented in a hexagonal structure normal to the layers, but the bonds along the chain are disordered.
These reflectivity experiments thus suggest strongly that a single layer of this crystalline phase has formed on the surface of the bulk liquid slightly above T~. This was confirmed by in-plane Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXD) experiments, and also by surface tension measurements [34] . Unlike the 12CB liquid crystal experiment discussed above, only~layer of the crystalline phase was seen to form before the bulk phase was reached via a strongly first order transition. Subsequent reflectivity and GIXD experiments showed that for long chain alcohols, a similar surface crystalline phase also formed slightly above T~, This surface phase, however, consisted of a single bilayer of the hexagonally close-packed and tilted alcohoi chains [35] . Reflectivity experiments have also shown surface crystallization in mixtures of alkane chains of different lengths [36] . For mixtures of chains of fairly comparable lengths, the thickness of the layer yields an average of the chain-length of the two species. For fairly disparate chain length mixtures on the other hand, one observes surface crystallization of either the majority component only or no surface crystallization at all when the concentrations are nearly equal. This has been explained [36] as being due to the extra energy cost of cocrystallizing chains of very different length adjacent to each other. GIXD experiments show that in these monolayer surface crystalline phases, there also exist tilted phases, i.e. where the alkane or alcohol molecules, instead of being oriented normal to the surface, develop a tilt angle towards nearest-neighbor or next-nearest-neighbor positions. There have been measurements, testing the surface force apparatus (SFA) which indicate that many non-liquid-crystal fluids confined in thin films between two solid surfaces show ordering in layers parallel to the surface, not seen in the bulk, as evidenced by oscillatory forces between the surfaces as a function of separation [37] . (Oscillatory order of a bulk fluid in the vicinity of an interface with a solid has also recently been observed by X-ray reflectivity [38] ). If the film is only a few molecular diameters thick, this layered structure exists across the film, and in addition the film may develop lateral order (epitaxially with the wall surfaces, or otherwise) forming a crystalline phase induced by confinement, as evidenced by computer simulations [39] , and SFA experiments involving shear between the surfaces showing stick-slip behavior [40] . Obviously, apart from being of fundamental interest, such ordering effects are important in understanding lubrication or adhesion involving fluid films between solid surfaces.
We turn now to studies of fluctuations at liquid surfaces. The scattering may be calculated in terms of the height-height correlation function (6z(F) 6z(F + R)) where i5z(F) is the vertical height fluctuation (along the z axis normal to the surface) at lateral position (7), and (~) is the lateral separation between the two points. If we denote this function by C(R), then the scattering cross section as a function of ij is given by (32) where (Ap) is (e2/mc2) times the electron density difference across the liquid surface, and A is the suflace area. We have excluded the specular component of this expression, so that the above expression describes the diffuse or off-specular component of the scattering.
In the case of liquid surfaces, surface roughness is due to capillary wave fluctuations.
There are some problems in connection with a truly first-principle calculation of such fluctuations (for a recent discussion, see Ref. 41 ), but one may write down at least a phenomenological expression for the surface free energy of the liquid and derive from it the spectral function for surface height fluctuations in the form:
where where y is the surface (or interface) tension, and K is the inverse of the capillary length defined by K-l=(ApO)g/'y,ApO being the mass-density difference between the fluids on either side of the interface. (35) and &(x) is the modified Bessel function. At length scales <<K-l (which are, in practice, those relevant for scattering experiments), the Bessel function may be replaced by a logarithm, and, to prevent short (molecular) length scale problems, we may also introduce a lower length scale cutoff [42] . Thus, we finally write
where rOis defined to give the correct lateral surface roughness given by the integral of
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" (33) (r. tUmS OUt tO be the inverse of the upper q cutoff for the capillw waves, q. defined below).
From Eq. (33) we see by integration over q that the true mean square roughness due to surface capillary waves is given by (37) where 60 is an "intrinsic roughness" due to the size of the molecules at the surface, and qu is an upper cut-off for the capillary wavevectors introduced to make the integral converge. 'It is (l/rO) where rOis the cut-off introduced in Eq. (36) . Since K is in general << q., @ (37) may be written as (38) . .
Substituting this in Eq. (32), we may calculate the scattering after folding with the resolution function. If the latter is approximated by a Gaussian, Sanyal et al [43] , have derived the form for the scattered intensity at qX,q, (with qYintegrated over assuming wide slits out of the plane of scattering) (40) ( 41) L is the coherence length of the beam along the surface or the inverse of the resolution width in qXspace. For qXc the resolution function width, this saturates and merges into the nominal "specular" reflectivity. For larger qX,this has the asymptotic form
19 This is analogous to the algebraic decay q(-2-n)of S(q) in a 2D crystal for which the displacement correlations possess logarithmic correlation functions (q being the lateral component of wavevector transfer, and the (l-q) rather than (2-Tl) arises in Eq. (42) from integrating over qY). In this sense the diffuse scattering around the "specular ridge" in the case of surface scattering is the analogue of the diffuse scattering around the Bragg rods in a 2D crystal. However, in the present case, the exponent q is a continuous function of qZ, being given by Eq. (40), which can be calculated knowing the surface tension. Experiments carried out with X-ray synchrotrons radiation on the surface of liquid ethanol show excellent agreement with the above predictions [43] . (See Fig. 8 ).
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. By Eqs. (38 and41) the effective roughness o,~~measured in a reflectivity experiment is given by (43) where Aq is the instrumental resolution width (2n/L) [44] . The so-called "specular" reflectivity from a liquid will be governed by the Debye-Wailer-like factor exp (-%2 d.~,) rather than exp (-q: d). The fact that the effective roughness measured for a liquid surface by scattering is less than the true roughness has been known for some time [44] and is due to the unavoidable inclusion of some capillary-wave diffuse scattering inside the resolution broadening of the specular peak. A measurement of CT2~from specular X-ray reflectivity measurements on liquid alkanes of different chain lengths at different temperatures by Ocko et al [45] (see Fig. 9 ) yields consistent values for qu , which appears to scale inversely with the chain length. This leads to the reasonable speculation that the short wavelength cut-off for capillary waves is at a length scale corresponding to the intermolecular spacing, as in the Debye cut-off for phonons in crystals, although a rigorous proof is lacking. Mode-coupling theory yields such a cutoff naturally by introducing a q4 term in the denominator of Eq. (33), which yields an effective cut-off which is of the same order of magnitude as measured from experiments. We note that such a q4 term in the denominator of Eq. (33) also occurs naturally from a curvature-resisting term in the surface free energy as for a surfactant-covered surface and has been used to fit X-ray scattering from such surfaces [46] .
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For thin liquid films, the Van-der-Waals interaction with the substrate can enormously increase the value of ICdefined in Eq. (33) , which is now given by K2 = A/4@4 (44) .
where A is the Hamaker constant for the Van der Waals interaction and d is the film thickness. In such cases, K may actually become larger then the resolution-width Aq and a distinct shoulder is seen in the capillary wave diffuse scattering at a value of qX-K. This is seen in Fig. 10 , which shows diffuse scattering (transverse diffuse scans as a fimction of qJ from a thin polystyrene film on a silicon substrate [47] . Finally, we discuss briefly the effect of scattering with coherent X-ray beams. For conventional X-ray and neutron sources, the coherence length of the radiation falling on the sample is rather small (typically less than a micron in the directions transverse to the beam, and a few hundred angstroms in the longitudinal direction). This means that the sample scatters from a large number of incoherently scattering volumes, which results in the conventional statistical averages which appear in the correlation functions determining the scattering. However, if the beam is highly monochromatic and highly collimated and the sample is a long distance from the source (which is small in size), as is the situation at the present-day third generation synchrotrons sources, then the coherence volumes can be of the order of tens of microns in size and the whole sample can scatter coherently. In general, due to interference effects, disorder or fluctuations in the atomic positions then results in the phenomenon of speckle (familiar to people working with optical lasers) in the scattered beam. As the atoms fluctuate in time, these speckles move in and out of the detector yielding a time-dependent scattered intensity. The auto-correlation function of this intensity can be used to infer the (slow) dynamics of the system. This is completely analogous to the technique of dynamical light scattering used for studying dynamical fluctuations in liquids, but the length scales studied can be much smaller (since ij is larger) and optically opaque systems can be studied. 
